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Objectives: Ss will recall vocabulary and language in Unit 15 Vocabulary 3.  
Method: T-Ss  
Materials:  PPT: vocabulary words, pictures of the words, fly swatters or rolled-
up magazines  
Procedure:  
Step 1: Show slide and select two Ss to come to stand in the front of the white 
board with fly swatters. 
Step 2: T shows a picture to the rest of the class and they have to call out the 
vocabulary word based on the picture.  
Step 3: The two players have to hit the word with the fly swatter. The fastest 
player to hit the right word wins the round. And this S can choose another S to 
play against him/her in the next round.  
 
Variation:  
If fly swatters are not available, use rolled-up magazines.  
 
Vocabulary words in Unit 15 Vocabulary 3: 
Horse, brown, farm, ride, tail, milk, monkey, swing, branch, elephant, large, 
animal, African lion, sharp, hunt, pink, smallest 
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Objectives: Ss will personalize language in Unit 15 Vocabulary 2.  
Method: S-Ss –TTT 
Materials:  PPT: images from Unit 15 Vocabulary 2 
Procedure:  
Step 1: Split the class into 6 groups. If possible, have 6 Ss in each group. 
Step 2: Ss decide on the order and then line up in front of the class taking turns 
to present part of the sequence in the correct order. 
Step 3: If time allows, move on to the next slide and ask Ss to describe the images 
from memory. 
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Objectives: Ss will review and practice language of comparison and preference 
from Unit 15 Listening Part 3. 
Method: S-Ss –TTT 
Materials: PPT: images of different objects  
Procedure:  
Step 1: Pair up Ss and show slide. 
Step 2: Ss make comparisons and express preference about the picture pairs. Ss 
should use the language in the courseware. For example, “His score was higher 
this time than it was before. Tom got 10 more points than last time.” 
Step 3: Have a few Ss to stand up to present their comparison and preference to 
the rest of the class. 
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Fluency Opportunity Activities, are designed to give kids a break from regular  
study and let them just enjoy the language. Over time, it is hoped, during these 
sessions, the students will start using the course language without design – 
naturally. As these are fun activities, like games, it can be considered a reward  
and motivation.   
 
Suitable activities available from the Support Hub. 
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Objectives: Ss will recall language in Unit 15 Dialog 2. 
Method: S-Ss –TTT  
Materials: PPT: images from Unit 15 Dialog 2 
Procedure:  
Step 1: Split Ss into two teams and then show slide to them. 
Step 2: Have S1 from team A to ask a question related to the images to team B. 
When team B answers it correctly, S2 from team B asks another question to team 
A. 
Step 3: The team that answers more questions correctly wins the game. 
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reflection bank methods.  
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Pictures for Introduction:  
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